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New colour A3 MFPs perfect for small offices
KYOCERA Document Solutions UK Limited unveils two new ECOSYS colour A3 MFPs – the FS-C8520MFP and the
FS-C8525MFP. The reliable MFPs are very easy to install and maintain, making them ideal in areas where
service staff are not immediately available, such as remote or highly secured locations. The FS-C8525MFP
and the FS-C8520MFP offer great functionality for offices producing low print volumes and their small
physical footprint is perfect where space is limited.
Advanced workflows that need more steps to be carried out are easy to customise and install with the
newly integrated HyPAS* technology. Both MFPs benefit from this powerful and scalable solution platform
that delivers easily customisable workflows. Apart from individual developments customers can use well
known business applications to improve their business processes.
The easy to operate devices have wizard navigation to aid set-up and offer great usability for typical
activities, such as ‘scan to email’, which significantly reduces user error and time spent carrying
out jobs at the device.
Anup Rai, Product Manager at KYOCERA Document Solutions UK Limited said: “In today’s economic climate
our customers need professional A3 colour MFP functionality wherever they are. The affordably priced
FS-C8525MFP and FS-C8520MFP are robust, easy to operate and simple to install – just add toner and
power up. They have adopted the reliability of their predecessor’s, KYOCERA’s FS-C8020MFP and
FS-C8025MFP devices, and the low purchase price for an A3 multifunctional combined with running costs
similar to an A4 printer or MFP, give exceptional performance for low-volume, small office users. We’ve
built on the success of our previous models with the integration of HyPAS to enable Java and Web based
solutions to customise the device and improved ecology standards.”
The FS-C8525MFP and the FS-C8520MFP are extremely energy conscious with a 20% lower TEC (Typical Energy
Consumption) value than their predecessors. As with all Kyocera’s ECOSYS products, they benefit from
long-life drums and toner-only sustainable technology which ensure high reliability, longer maintenance
cycles, low running costs and minimal waste. Kyocera has continuously developed its ECOSYS sustainable
print technology which celebrates its 20th anniversary this year.
*requires a compact flash card
About KYOCERA Document Solutions
KYOCERA Document Solutions is one of the world's leading office document solutions companies. Its product
range includes ECOSYS printers, reliable TASKalfa and SmartMFP multifunctional devices and is
complemented by supplies, software and services. KYOCERA Document Solutions provides innovative products,
built on a foundation of long-life components, allowing it to offer low total cost of ownership and high
efficiency in any workplace. For more details please visit www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.uk
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